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3D DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR ARCHITECTURAL
ANALYSIS. THE CASE OF THE “PAGAN SHRINE”
IN THE CATACOMBS OF SANTA LUCIA (SIRACUSA, SICILY)
The so-called Pagan Shrine is a trapezoidal room located in the
south-western corner of Regio C, the largest and most articulated sector of
the Catacomb of Santa Lucia (Sgarlata, Salvo 2006; Sgarlata 2007). The
chamber displays a NW/SE orientation and still has its original access on
the northern side, although now it is connected to the rest of the Catacomb
through a narrow corridor opened at the north-eastern corner of the room.
The Shrine belongs to a complex of pre-existing buildings located along
the western limit of the Catacomb. These structures were probably orientated
and accessible from the front of an ancient stone-quarry (Ricciardi 2015),
where over time several rooms with different purposes (funerary, religious and
industrial) were excavated or simply enlarged. The structures date between
the 3rd BC and 1st century AD; they were included in the Catacomb and converted into burial places between the 4th and 5th century AD. Among these
contexts stands out a pottery workshop, whose activity is closely connected
to the events of the Shrine (Lagona 1972-1973).
The Pagan Shrine was discovered in the 1950s, during the archaeological
campaign of the Regio C (Agnello 1954, 53-60; 1963). The archaeologists
reached the room via the north-eastern corridor, that was filled with debris
of a landslide concerning the entire western end of the Catacomb (Agnello
1996). The room was partially occupied by material coming from the primitive
access: several strata of ceramic fragments gradually deposited in the vestibule
of the Shrine, and thereby causing its abandonment.
Establishing chronology and origin of the deposit appears crucial to
understand the chronological and functional relationship between the Shrine
and the surrounding structures. Recent studies (Malfitana, Cacciaguerra 2014, 2015) tend to differentiate the stratigraphy of the deposit in two
main phases; these two phases were respectively related to the frequentation of a sacred area (4th/3rd-2nd centuries BC), evidenced only by finished
pottery (Hellenistic and Republican black and red slipware; cooking ware,
amphorae, lamps and terracotta figurines), and to the production activities
of the pottery workshop, testified by kiln wasters (2nd BC-1st century AD).
However, this first important distinction has been made on the basis of
materials collected in the 1950s from the ground of the chamber, whereas
a detailed analysis of the preserved stratigraphy is yet to be carried out.
Especially obscure is the identification of a sacred area presumably above
ground and not otherwise attested. Similarly unclear is the physical and ritual
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connection between the supposed sanctuary and the Shrine (Malfitana,
Cacciaguerra 2014, 2015; Germanà Bozza 2016).
The religious purpose of the Shrine was determined after the discovery
of several frescoes depicting mundane themes and pagan deities (Agnello
1954, 1957, 1963). These frescoes cover the three sides of the pillar protruding
from the southern wall of the chamber. The most relevant scene is located on
the eastern side of the pillar, into a large niche: on the background, a naked
male figure stands on a high wall flanked by towers; his right foot rests on
the prow of a ship, the right arm is raised and seems to indicate the route,
while his left hand holds a long pole.
Over his head – that just like all figures in the frescoes appears damaged,
almost certainly by hand of the Christians – runs a legible caption: ΖΕΥΣ
ΠΕΛΟΡΟΣ. A second male figure is seating before the wall, on the left side of
the scene, and he is also marked by a caption: ΠΟΡΘΜΟΣ. The two characters are thus clearly identifiable: the first one is a god particularly venerated
in Messina and remembered till today by the ancient toponym Cape Peloro
– the promontory representing the nearest end of the island to the peninsula
(Agnello 1963). The second character, however, is the only case of personification documented for the Messina strait (Caruso 2009).
The subjects of the other scenes are not as easily interpretable due to the conservation state of the frescoes and the lack of captions. Nonetheless, comparisons
with funerary contexts from the Hellenistic and Roman period in Western Sicily
(Bonacasa 1986; Giglio 1996) – which will be analyzed elsewhere – suggest
a reinterpretation of the Shrine in a funerary key (Germanà Bozza 2016). In
this perspective, the presence of Zeus Peloros – represented in a side scene and
therefore subordinate within the hierarchical imagery – would derive from the
devotion of the tomb owners, who were probably involved in naval activities.
The same suggestion comes from the finding of some terracotta figurines
of sailors in two dimples, dug in the floor level of another room of the Regio
C. On the grounds of architectural similarities, this room has been identified
as a second shrine (Agnello 1955). Unlike the first one examined – that
remained intact in its perimeter and was exploited by the Christian cemetery
simply by opening burial niches along the walls – this second room presents
phases of use much more articulated, which have radically altered its original
appearance (Gradante, Tanasi 2016).
The religious purpose of the room has been determined by the previous
scholars (Agnello 1955) only on the basis of the architectural comparison
with the Shrine – trapezoidal plan and pillar with remains of a front niche –
and because of the aforementioned sailors figurines, interpreted as ex-voto.
If, as discussed above, it is possible to question the religious function of
the so-called Pagan Shrine of Zeus Peloros, such a purpose is harder to recognize in the case of the second shrine, due to the absence of any iconographic
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Fig. 1 – The pillar of the Pagan Shrine.

Fig. 2 – Detail of the western niche.

Fig. 3 – Detail of the eastern niche.
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Fig. 4 – QR code pointing to the Sketchfab
collection.

references to pagan cults. Even the presence of the sailors is not indicative,
given the numerous occurrences of these characters in funerary contexts
(Basile 1991, 1993; Gianfrotta 2014).
Many aspects of the analysis of this monument are yet to be explored and
the Pagan Shrine still has a central place in the academic debate. A considerable advancement of the research will certainly come from the possibility that
we now have to study a detailed three-dimensional model of it. This means
being able to consider the minimum structural details of a context currently
in very poor conditions of accessibility and visibility. The goal is to achieve
a complete edition of the Shrine directly on the 3D model.
In order to better understand the complex nature of such puzzling monument, in summer 2015 a 3D model of the Pagan Shrine was generated using
Digital Photogrammetry (Figs. 1-3), in the frame of a larger 3D scanning activity of the Regio C of the Catacombs (Gradante, Sgarlata, Tanasi 2016).
Coded targets were set on the walls in order to create a reference system for
the alignment phase. A data-set of 310 pictures was produced using a Nikon
D3300 with 24.2 MP, covering every spot of the surfaces of the chamber.
Subsequently, the data were processed via Agisoft Photoscan 1.2.6 on the
workstation of USF CVAST. For the dissemination of the model, we have relied on the Digital Collections of University of South Florida Library (http://
digital.lib.usf.edu/), a platform for archiving of digital data (audio, media
and 3D models) connected with a database where the related metadata are
stored. To the 3D model of the Pagan Shrine has been assigned a DOI (http://
dx.doi.org/10.5038/21.00001) which redirects to the webpage of the Digital
Collections, where information about the production of the model itself, a
brief descriptive text of the monument and the bibliography are listed. The 3D
web viewer embedded in the Digital Collections platform based on 3DHOP
is an open-source software package for the creation of interactive Web presentations of high-resolution 3D models, oriented to the cultural heritage field
(Potenziani et al. 2015). To reach out the largest audience possible, the 3D
model of the Pagan Shrine and the related metadata were stored in a thematic
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private collection in the USF CVAST page on Sketchfab, the URL of which
was connected with a QR code (Fig. 4). This way, the access to the 3D model
will be easier and simpler for mobile devices’ users.
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ABSTRACT
The Catacombs of Santa Lucia are one of the oldest and most important monuments in
the Christian communities of Siracusa and Sicily in the late Roman period. The name of the
complex derives from a tradition, according to which Saint Lucy was buried here, after her
martyrdom in the early 4th century AD, under the reign of Diocletian. A large underground
cemetery extends beneath the homonymous square. The cemetery gradually expanded from the
3rd to the 5th century AD, as it incorporated pre-existing constructions once used for funerary,
religious and industrial purposes, by transforming them into monumental burial chambers.
One of the most significant structures is the so-called “Pagan Shrine”: a chamber that is dated
between the 3rd century BC and 1st century AD, prior to the foundation of the cemetery and
frescoed with worldly themes and pagan deities. The Shrine is located in the South-western
corner of Regio C, an area that is hard and rather dangerous to reach, never opened to the
public and visited only by few scholars over the past decades. The excavation project undertaken
in the years 2011-2015 by the Pontifical Commission of Sacred Archaeology, in association
with the Arcadia University and the University of Catania, led to the development of the first
virtual replica of the Shrine, using Digital Photogrammetry. This new approach facilitated an
accurate examination of both its structure and its decoration, allowing us to propose a new
theory about the original purpose of the room, traditionally regarded by scholars as a place
for worshipping Zeus Peloros.
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